
JOACHIM BAUTZE 

The Problem of the Kha~ga (Rhinoceros unicornis) 
in the Light of Archaeological Finds and Art 

The rhinoceros, in Sanskrit literature most commonly called 
kha~ga, is the second largest land mammal in India and the 
fourth largest in the world, the other three being the African and 
Indian elephants and the African square-lipped or 'white' rhi
noceros. Though it is therefore too large and impressive for being 
overlooked, it never became a vehicle of any god in the Indian 
pantheon 1 - unlike most of the other mammals including less 
spectacular species like rat or goat. Even mammals which could 
only be seen in certain parts of Northern India, as for example 
the camel were employed as vahanas of several local gods 2 • .The 
present paper makes an attempt to show why the rhinoceros, 
despite of its impressive size and power, played an inferior role 
in the history of Indian animals in art and lore 3 • 

1 In Khmer art, il became a valzana of god Agni. See Stonner 1925; Moens 
1948; Bhattacharya 1961: 139 ff.; van Lohuizen-de Leeuw 1955: esp. fn. 91-95. Prof. 
J.E. van Lohuizen-de Leeuw directed our attention to the existence of the rhi
noceros in Khmer art when discussing with us the subject in 1982. The present 
article is only concerned with the Indian subcontinent (India, Pakistan, Ban
gladesh). All the photographs illustrating this article are by the author. 

2 We are indebted to V.S. Srivastava, Government Central Museum, Jaipur, 
for this information. 

3 Ettinghausen (1950) considered the rhinoceros factor in the development 
of the unicorn motif. He cal1s the summary of his book 'The karkadann as a 
scientific and artistic problem' (pp. 143 ff.). Thus, the problem of the rhinoceros 
(karkadann) in the Islamic world has already been dealt with and will therefore 
be excluded from the present context. 
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406 Joachim Bautze [2] 

The oldest Indian representations of the rhinoceros 4 were 
made around 2000 BC in Harappa and Mohenjo-daro and several 
other places. The most naturalistic renderings are those on the 
well known seals (Marshall 1931: pl. CXI, nos. 341-7; Mackay 
1938a: pl. LXXXV, nos. 131-40; pl. LXXX, no. 309; pl. XCIX, nos. 
651 and 684; Vats 1940: pl. XCI, nos. 252-3) measuring about 3.5 
X 3.5 cm or something less. The artists especially emphasized 
the tubercles on the animal's skin, which mostly looks like being 
clad in a coat of mail. For this reason, the Indian species of the 
rhinoceros is called Panzernashorn in German, a word which 
indicates the armour-like plates (Panzer) on the body of the an
imal. The distribution of these plates and of the bumps deserves 
special attention because in many cases the artists did not know, 
how to distribute them. Two examples from one and the same 
site may therefore differ considerably from each other. One rhi
noceros seal from Mohenjo-daro has the armour-like plate (with 
its large pimpels) in the middle part of the body and on the 
shoulders as well as the hind quarters 5, whereas another exam
ple from Mohenjo-daro is devoid of this armour in its middle 
part 6• A dish-like manger in front of the rhinoceros in the last 
seal seems to indicate that it had been kept in captivity; however, 
we do not know for which purpose 7• Most probably it served as 
food. That rhinoceros meat had been eaten is further suggested 
by the remains of rhinoceroses excavated between 1944 and 1963 
at Langhnaj in Northern Gujarat, where two scapulae, one 
humerus, one talus, and a molar tooth have been found. 'A 
unique discovery was that a rhinoceros shoulder blade had 

4 We are only concerned with the rhinoceros and not with the unicorn 
(representations of this motif are found in the art of the Indus valley civilization). 
The legend of ~~yasrnga (Liiders 1897-1901) will also not be taken into consider

ation. 
s Mackay 1938a: pl. XCIX, no. 561 ( = Mackay 1938b: fig. 36 = Mode 1944: 

53, fig. 95 = Wheeler 1950: pl. IV(b), upper right = Wheeler 1953: pl. XXIIl, 
upper right = Sivaramarnurti 1977: col. pl. 14). Most of these reproductions show 
the imprints of the seals and not the seals themselves. 

6. Marshall 1931: pl. CXI, no. 342 ( = Fisher n.d.: pl. 13, bottom = Mode 

1959: pl. 55, top). 
1 This manger has been discussed at length by Mode 1959: 54-6. 
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been used as an anvil for the manufacture of microliths' (Clutton
Brock 1965: l). 

The rhinoceros has not only been depicted on square seals, it 
also appears on amulets 8 and copper tablets 9 • In one square 
seal which has often been discussed and published in connection 
with the representation of a seated figure in its centre 10 , the 
rhinoceros appears among other animals, like tiger, elephant and 
buffalo. It also occurs along with other animals (elephant and 
crocodile) on a cylinder seal which was found at Tell Asmar 
(Frankfort 1934: pl. I a-b) 11 or even together with human figures 
in several rectangular sealings (Marshall 1931: pl. CXVI 10, 11, 
13). Much less naturalistic in appearance, when compared to the 
representations mentioned so far, are the clay models of the 
rhinoceros (Marshall 1931: pl. XCVII 8-13; Mackay 1938a: pls. 
LXXVII 22, LXXIX 2-3; Mackay 1943: pl. LVI 8; Vats 1940: pl. 
LXXXIX 75-74) (figs. 1 and 2), where the horn has sometimes not 
been given its correct position (cf. fig. 2). The armour-plates were 
applied after the body of the figure had been modelled. The 
characteristic tubercles thus became small holes. These figures 
resemble toys in their comparatively simple execution and small 
size but we cannot be sure that they were actually used as toys. 
If we assume that animals like the rhinoceros played an impor
tant part in the life and religion of the Indus valley people, there 
is also the possibility that they had been worshipped in one way 
or another. 

The terracotta rhinoceroses are no doubt primitive in exe
cution when compared with the smaller steatite models 12 or the 

s Mackay l 938a: pl. XC. no. l3b; pl. Cl, no. lb, 14a; pl. CIII, no. 13. 
9 Mackay l 938a: pl. XCIII, no. 7; Marshall 1931: pl. CXVII, no. 7. 
10 Mackay I 938a: pl. XCIV, no. 420; pl. C, fig. F ( = Mackay 1938b: fig. 32 = 

Mode 1944: pl. IV, fig. 1 = Wheeler 1950: pl. IV(b), top centre = Rowland 1953: 
pl. 4(C) = Wheeler 1953: pl. XXIU, top centre = Mode 1959: pl. 66, bottom = 
Wheeler 1959: pl. 18, bottom right = Mode 1961: fig. 69 = Zimmer 1968: pl. 2a = 
Hartel et alii 1971: pl. 3b, centre left). 

11 For a drawing of the seal imprint cf. Mode 1944: fig. 127 or Ettinghausen 

1950: 83. fig. 2. 
12 Vats 1940: pl. LXXIX 74; Catalogue 1959: no. 51. Both examples are very 

similar although, according lo the last mentioned catalogue, they stem from 

different places. 
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seals which are also made of steatite. However, we find the same 
difference when comparing Indian coins and stone sculptures of 
the last two millennia with clay models of gods and goddesses 
which are not without charm, but as a rule crudely executed. 

Fig. l - Clay model of a rhinoceros, c. 2000 BC. Courtesy, National Museum, 
New Delhi. 

Thus the small clay figures of GaurI sold in the streets of 
Jaipur for the Gangore (Ganagaura) festival (Sharma 1978: 19-20) 
are only intended for short use during worship. We find different 
types of clay figures intended for temporary use in all parts of 
India up to the present day. Some of the clay-rhinoceroses may 
·have served a similar purpose. Leaving such speculations aside, 
we should mention another terracotta example of considerable 
quality found at Lothal (Rao 1962: fig. 51). Only the head of the 
animal has been found, but from its size we may assume that the 
total height of this model was larger than the average size of 
most of the other clay rhinoceroses. A rhinoceros of equally 
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remarkable size but, unlike the Lothal example, made of bronze 
has been discovered at Daimabad, Ahmednagar District in Maha
rashtra. The animal stands on four wheels and is finely executed. 
It measures 19 cm in height and 25 cm in length. It has already 

Fig. 2 - Clay model of a rhinoceros, c. 2000 BC. Courtesy, National Museum, 
New Delhi. 

been noticed that in this model the mouth is slightly too long, 
thus resembling the snout of a boar (Dhavalikar 1978: 207, fig. 7; 
Schroeder 1981: 59). 

Literary evidence throws additional light on the problem. H. 
Liiders (1973) could prove that the oldest word used for rhi
noceros was parasvat. It occurs in µ.gveda X 86, 18: 'V r~akapi 
found a killed parasvat, a butcher's knife, a butcher's bank, a 
new cooking pot and a cart loaded with fire-wood'. This passage 
already indicates that rhinoceros meat was edible. H. Lilders also 
quotes a verse in the Atharvaveda (VI 72,2.3) according to which 
the parasvat is known for the immense size of its penis (Liiders 
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1973: 518). The genitals of a rhino are in fact quite large and it 
may be for this reason that the parasvat is mentioned together 
with Kama, god of love, in the Kii{hakasarrzhitii V 7, 11 and Taitti
rfyasarrzhitii 5,5, 21, 1. Apart from that the parasvat has also been 
connected with Isana, for whom it should be sacrificed, following 
H. Liiders who quotes Vajasaneyisa1J1.hiUi 24,28 and Maitrayarzr
sarrzhitii. 3,14,10. 

The most common word for rhinoceros was khar;lga which 
does not seem to be of Sanskrit origin (Mayrhofer 1953: 299). It 
appears in the Vajasaneyisarrzhita (24,39) (ed. Weber 1972: 746) 
and MaitrayarzfsatnhiUi (III 14,21) (ed. von Schroeder 1881: 177) 
where it is connected with the Vaisvadevas. In one instance, the 
khafl.ga is mentioned along with the parasvat: 'parasvati me 
'samrddhi\1 kha9ge ma artih', 'in the parasvat my failure, in the 
khac;lga my misfortune' (Baudhayana-Srautasatra 2,5) (ed. Caland 
1904: 38). From other, partly later texts the interest in the meat 
and skin of the rhinoceros becomes evident. We learn from the 
Sankhayana-Srautasatra (14,33,20) (ed. Hillebrandt 1888: 167): 
'The sacrificial fee is a horse-chariot, coated with rhinoceros
hide, covered with tiger fell, with a quiver boar-hide, with a 
bow-case of panther-hide, drawn by brown horses' (transl. Caland 
1953: 395). The Jaiminfya-Brahmarza {II 103) mentions a combat
ant who stands in a chariot, clad in a coat of mail made of 
rhinoceros-hide. This coat of mail is called khar;lga-kavaca in the 
text (ed. Caland 1970: 156). Even up to the end of the 16th 
century, rhinoceros-hide served a similar purpose 13

• Shields 
made of rhinoceros-hide, some preserved in the Maharaja Sawai 
Man Singh II Museum of Jaipur, were in use in Rajas than up to 
the 18th century. The skin of the rhinoceros was also used for 
making vessels which were employed in sacrifices. 

Reference to such vessels is made in the Vi~rusmrti. Accord
ing to the translation of J. Jolly, they were made of rhinoceros 
horn. The original text however, does not mention the horn as 
such. We may assume that J. Jolly had been mislead by the 
occasional custom to use rhinoceros horns as drinking cups (in 

13 The war elephants of Akbar were covered with rhinoceros-hide, see Fa· 
ther A. Monserrati's Account translated and edited by Rev. H. Hosten 1912: 212-3. 
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Europe on account of the popular belief that the rhinoceros horn 
indicated a poisoned drink). It would, however, appear that this 
custom was unknown in India. The history of the rhinoceros in 
Europe has already been dealt with extensively 14• 

The A.pastamba-Dharmasatra (II 7,17,1) (ed. Buhler 1892: 78) 
mentions a cover made of rhinoceros-hide: 'kha9gopastarane 
kha9gama{llsenanantyai:n kalam'. G. Buhler (1969, I: 143) trans
lates: '(If) rhinoceros' meat (is given to Brahmanas seated) on 
(seats covered with) the skin of a rhinoceros, (the Manes are 
satisfied) for a very long time'. According to the Gautama
Dlzarmasutra (XIV 15) (transl. Buhler 1969, I: 256) the manes are 
also satisfied for a long time if, amongst other things, meat of 
the rhinoceros mixed with honey is offered to them. Likewise, 
Vi~1;1usmrti (transl. Jolly 1977: LXXX 14, p. 249), Manusmrti 
(transl. Buhler 1886: III 272, p. 125) 15, the Matsyapurii1;1a (ed. 
Akhtar 1972: 57), Karmapuraria (ed. Gupta 1972: 400), Agnipurii1;1a 
(transl. Shastri 1967: 628), Vi~riupuraria (transl. Wilson 1866: 194) 
and the Mahabhiirata (transl. Roy n.d.: 146) (only to mention 
some texts) inform us about the same rule: the manes are sat
isfied for a long time 'up to eternity', if rhinoceros meat is 
offered to them. 

Several ancient authors also mention the rhinoceros while 
enumerating five or seven 'edible animals with five claws', e.g. 
Gautama, Manu and Apastamba 16• Vasi~ta mentions edible ani
mals in a similar context. He nevertheless adds (XIV 47): 'But 
regarding the rhinoceros and the wild boar they make conflicting 
statements' (transl. Buhler 1969, II: 74). Curiously enough, Bau
dhayana mentions the same five animals as Manu, but regarding 
the rhinoceros he makes a contradictory remark: 'The porcupine, 
iguano, hare, hedgehog, and rhinoceros are to be eaten, with the 
exception of the rhinoceros' (ed. Hultzsch 1922: I 5, 12.5, p. 23). 

14 The latest contribution to the subject is probably Heikamp 1980. 
is According to a synopsis of parallel passages on p. 546, a similar verse 

occurs also in the Gautarna-Dl1armasutra XV 15, the Apastamba-Dlzarmasiltra 11 

l7. 1-3, and in the Yajnavalkyasrn[ti I 257. 
16 Gautama: Gautama-Dltarmasillra XVII 27; cf. Li.iders 1940. Manu: V 18; 

transl. Biihler 1886: 172. Apastarnba-Dharmasut ra; ed. Buhler l 892: 32; transl. 

Buhler 1969: 65. 
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Not only the manes but also Ravai;ia was amongst those who 
enjoyed rhinoceros meat. This is related by Hanuman while de
scribing the banquet hall of the demon king 17 • 

The horn of the rhinoceros which became so important in 
China, as well as in Europe, has been mentioned but rarely. In 
the Mahabhtirata (8,6,37, Crit.Ed.) we read: 'With golden and 
earthen jars filled to the brim with water and sanctified with 
mantras, with tusks of elephants and horns of rhinoceroses and 
mighty bulls ... Kama .. was invested with the command' (transl. 
Roy n.d., VII: 23). The word kharJga occurs frequently in the 
epics and purtl1;Zas, but in almost all cases it denotes a sword. 
When the ancient authors started to confuse both meanings of 
the word, they employed another word for the animal, namely 
garz{ia 18• Kalidasa still used the word kharJga, when he described 
Rama's feats in Raghuvarn.5a 9,62 (ed. Narayan Ram Acharya 
1948: 239): 'Souvent ii allegeait les tetes des rhinoceros en les 
depouillant de leurs comes a l'aide de ses fleches acerees; 
comme ii avait pour tache de sevir contre l'orgueil, il ne suppor
tait point que la corne de ses ennemis se dressat en l'air; ii ne 
leur laissait que la vie' (transl. Renou 1928: 101; cf. also transl. 
Nandargikar 1971: 285). From Kalidasa, i.e. from the Gupta age 
onwards, it apparently took a few centuries until the animal 
reappeared in various texts such as the Kalikapurarza (ed. SastrI 
1972: 492, v. 67,4a). 

Unfortunately, all these textual references to the rhinoceros 
can hardly explain its representations in archaeological finds and 
in art objects. From the Indus valley finds we can merely assume 
that the rhinoceros had been a sacrificial animal and that traces 
of its cult possibly penetrated into vedic texts after the Aryans 
were settled in India for some time. The oldest mention of the 
rhinoceros occurs in the 1 Oth and latest book of the p.gveda. The 

17 5, 9, l3a in the Crit. Ed. The word rhinoceros, vardliriitzasa in the text, 
does not appear in the translations of the Ramaya~ia (cf. the translations of R.T.H. 
Griffith, Varanasi, 1963 [Chowkhamba Sanskrit Studies, vol. XXIX], p. 402 and 
H.P. Shastri, vol. II, London, 1957, p. 362). I am grateful to Dr J. Brockington 
from the University of Edinburgh who kindly supplied this reference. 

18 According to Mayrhofer 1953: 318, this word does not seem Lo be of 
Indo-Aryan origin. 
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assumption of a borrowing from pre-Aryan tradition is supported 
by the fact that the words parasvat, kha~ga and garzp.a are not of 
Inda-Aryan origin. It would hardly be advisable to speculate 
about the role of the rhinoceros in the cult or religion of the Indus 
valley civilization since we cannot even read the inscriptions on 
the seals. The archaeological finds from historical periods, which 
are dated stratigraphically or through their inscriptions, are lim
ited in number. 

In 1951, 21 soapstone discs were accidentally discovered in 
the Mahalia of Murtaziganj near Patna (Shere 1951 ). These stone 
discs have tentatively been dated into the 1 st century BC. One of 
these discs measures 5.1 cm in diameter and shows a rhinoceros 
in the company of an elephant, a horse, two peacocks, and a few 
stags (Shere 1951: 184, pl. VII 3; cf. Gupta 1965: 346-7, pl. LV 
bottom left). The use of the stone discs is still a mystery. 

A seal from Bhita (Uttar Pradesh) showing a rhinoceros is 
preserved in the Allahabad Museum. It is also made of soapstone 
and has been dated into the 3rd century BC. It measures 6.6 X 

6.3 cm. 'The animal, in what seems to be a flying gallop, moves to 
the right. The bulky body is divided into two globular parts, each 
enclosed by a ridged border. The small tail hangs close to the 
back and a horn is visible at the end of the snout' (Chandra 1970: 
36; no. 3, pl. II). 

Chronologically, the first known stone relief showing a rhi
noceros is a half medallion at the lower part of the northernmost 
vedika pillar of Stupa no. 2 at Sanchi (Marshall & Foucher 1940: 
pl. 78, 24a). The rhinoceros, rather clumsily executed if compared 
to other reliefs of the same vedika, stands facing left in front of a 
huge lotus bud. The armour-like plates are not indicated. Were 
it not for the horn at the snout, the identification of this animal 
woul be difficult. 

Will Buddhist sources help us to explain the presence of the 
rhinoceros on a Buddihist monument? As is well known, only a 
few sculptured panels on the vedika of Stii.pa no. 2 at Sanchi 
can be linked directly with Buddhist tradition. 

King Asoka forbade the slaughter of rhinoce.roses whereas 
Chandragupta Maurya had enjoyed seeing them fighting in his 
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arenas 19• In his Sth pillar edict, ASoka proclaims: '(When I had 
been) anointed 26 years, the following animals were declared by 
me inviolable, viz. parrots, mainas, ... , the rhinoceros, white 
doves, domestic doves, (and) all the quadrupeds which are nei
ther useful nor edible' (Hultzsch 1925: 12); also cf. Bhandarkar 
1969: 309). This edict could of course not prevent the gradual 
extinction of the Indian rhinoceros which is today confined to 
Assam and parts of Nepal. Asoka' s word for rhinoceros is pala
sata which is derived from Sanskrit parasvat. The animal is also 
mentioned in the Sudhabhojana lii.taka (535) and the Vidhuraparz
{l.ita lii.taka (545) (ed. Fausb0ll 1891: 406; 1896: 277). A magic jewel 
through which the whole world can be seen is described in the 
latter Jataka: 'See on the slopes of the mountains troops of var
ious deer, lions, tigers, boars, bears, wolves, and hyenas; rhi
noceroses, gayals, buffaloes, ... , all kinds of hosts, created in the 
jewel' (transl. Francis 1957, VI: 135). The rhinoceros appears in 
the Sudhabhojana Jataka together with many other animals 
(transl. Francis 1957, V: 216). Apart from the inclusion of the 
rhinoceros in such lists 20 , the animal became immortalized by a 
text which was named after the rhinoceros: the Khaggavisarza
sutta (Pali khagga is the equivalent of Sanskrit kha{i.ga). The line 
'eko care khaggavisapa-kappo' - 'live, as lives th' rhinoceros, 
alone~' (Sutta-Nipata, Vagga 1, Sutta 3: ed. & transl. Chalmers 
1932: 10-21) 21 is repeated at the end of all except one verse. 

Though there are also several references to the rhinoceros in 
Buddhist texts, we do not get any substantial information. 

An ancient representation of a rhinoceros made of ivory 
comes from Be gram and is datable to the 1 st century AD (Hackin 

19 Waldschmidt et alii 1950: 66, reference to Megasthenes; also compare 
Majumdar 1960: 66, reference to Greek writers. 

2° Further animal lists including the rhinoceros can be mentioned easily. 
For another Buddhist list, see e.g. Lalita-Vistara (ed. Vaidya 1958: 222, 1.8; transl. 
Foucaux 1884: 262. For a Jaina list, see e.g. the Pra~navyakaranarzi, Sutta.game 
Ed., vol. I, p. 1200, I. 27. For a Brahmanical list, see e.g. Hariva'JZSa, Crit. Ed., 
31,84c ('kha~gamukha'); transl. Langlois 1835: 489. 

21 Also cf. Edgerton 1953, II: 202b-203a, s.v. 'kha~ga'. Prof. K. Bruhn 
directed our attention to a parallel expression in a canonical J aina text: Aupapd
ti ka Sutra (Leumann 1883: § 27). 
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1954: 202, no. 150 u.5, fig. 186). Here the rhinoceros stands 
within an oval-shaped medallion facing left. The back of the 
animal seems to be covered by a blanket with a rhombic pat
tern 22 • Were it not for the small horn on the snout of the animal, 
the correct identification would again be a difficult task 23 • 

The archaeological excavations at Chandraketugarh (near 
Calcutta), carried out between 1956-57, brought to light a large 
number of terracottas. Among the finds is a fragment of a terra
cotta plaque showing a rhinoceros (Das Gupta 1959: fig. 19). It 
dates from the Kushana period as it has been found along with 
other terracottas which can be assigned to that period. Though 
this plaque has been found in an area where rhinoceroses must 
have lived in great number, we cannot connect it with any in
scription from that part of India. In the 7th century we hear from 
three Eastern Indian Kings, viz. Kha<;lgodyama, his son J ata
kha<;lga, and the latter's son Devakha<;lga 24 • Whether the word 
khar;f.ga occurring in the copper-plate grants of these kings has to 
be translated by 'rhinoceros' or by 'sword' cannot be decided. We 
are used to associate Bengal mainly with the tiger, but down to 
the 18th century, North Bengal and Assam were so rich in rhi
noceroses that a French map of India describes that area as 
'Con tree de Rhinoceros' 25 • Late medieval temples in Bengal, ap
proximately from the same period as the French map, are deco
rated with terracotta panels showing rhinoceros hunts (Haque 

22 Almost the same rendering of the back of the rhinoceros is found in an 
Indian miniature painting of the 18th century. See Kuhnel & Ettinghausen 1933: 
no. 22 ( = Kuhnel 1937: no. 19). 

23 J. Auboyer identified this animal as 'tapir(?)', cf. Hackin 1954: 66. 
24 Majumdar 1971: 86 ff., 'Date of the Kha~ga Kings'. Also compare Kr~rzo

pani~ad 20, 'kha~garupo mahesvara.ti', where the translation 'sword' for khafiga 
as suggested by the commentary does not seem to be quite certain. See ed. Jacob 
1891: 10. 

25 Since this map is not catalogued in Cole 1976, we supply the full details: 
'Presqu'Isle des Indes Orientales en de9a du Gange, Comprenant l'Indostan ou 
Empire du Mogol, differens Royaumes ou Etats; Jes vastes Possessions des An
glais (d'apres leurs propres Cartes) et les autres Etablissemens Europeens avec 
les Grandes Routes; par M. Brion de la Tour Ingr. Geog. du Roi. A Paris .... 1781'. 
Size: 76.5 x 53 cm (height precedes width). 
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1975: pls. XU 7, XLII 12) 26 • It would thus hardly be surprising if 
in a Bengali inscription yet to be discovered the word kha{i.ga 
would clearly refer to a rhinoceros. 

The rhinoceros appears, along with an inscription men
tioning the word khafl,ga, in a gold coin from the reign of Kuma
ragupta I (415-c. 455). The inscription reads: 'Bharta kha9gatrata 
Kumaragupto jayatyanisam' (Altekar 1957: pl. XXII, no. 36). This 
coin, commonly called the Rhinoceros-Slayer Type of Kumara
gupta was unknown before the discovery of the Bayana Hoard in 
1946 (Altekar 1954). In it, Kumaragupta is shown riding a horse 
and attacking a rhinoceros with a sword. The rhinoceros turns 
its head towards the rider and opens its mouth. The circular 
spots on the skin of the rhinoceros are distributed all over the 
body. The correct translation of the inscription is controversial: 
kha{i.ga can again be translated by 'rhinoceros' as well as by 
'sword' since both objects appear on the coin (Nagar 1949; Chim
mulgund 1955; Sohoni 1956; Prakash 1963; Sircar 1966) 27• 

The first polychrome representation of a rhinoceros is con
nected with Jaina art. It is a painting on a wooden manuscript 
cover (pa{lf) which dates from the 13th century or earlier. It is 
preserved in J aisalmer (Rajasthan). Remarkable are the long ears 
of the animal and the subdivisions on its skin. Like the example 
from Sanchi, it stands facing left, in front of a Lotus, in a medal
lion (Nawab 1959: col. pl. Y = fig. 35; Khandalawala & Doshi 
1975: pl. 268A). In the iconography of the J ainas the rhinoceros is 
the cihna (cognizance) of the 1 lth Jina, Sreyal)lsa. The first text 
that mentions the rhinoceros as a cihna belonging to the 11 th 
Tirthai:tkara is the Tiloyaparn:zatti by Yativr~abha (ed. Upadhya & 
Jain 1956: IV 604-05) 28• This text has been dated to the 6th-8th 

26 The animal in fig. 12 of Haque 1975 has not been identified but the 
rendering of its skin 'having markings resembling wooly-knots all over its body' 
(ibid.: 125) suggests that the artists wanted to represent a rhinoceros. This device 
is already found at Paharpur, cf. Das Gupta 1961: 31. 

27 For further reproductions see Altekar 1957: pl. XIII. nos 3-6; Altekar 
1954: pl. XXX, nos. 5-8; Sivaramarnurti 1977: col. pl. 47. 

28 Another Digambara text which mentions the cilmas is the Prati~!luisii.rod
dlulra, dated sarnvat 1285. I am grateful to Prof. K. Bruhn who kindly supplied 
information on the history of the cilzna. 
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centuries (A.N. Upadhye) but it contains interpolations (U.P. 
Shah). Astonishingly, the earliest representations of the cilznas in 
art are much older than the earliest available references in Jaina 
literature. The first cilznas appear in Rajgir at the time of Can
dragupta II (around 400 AD). Though there are only few examples 
from that early period, we can be fairly sure that a1l the Tirthail
karas got their cilznas approximately at the same time. Represen
tations of Sreya¥tsa (Sreyarrzsa = Jina image with rhinoceros 
cilzna) seem to be rare. At least three images of this Jina, made of 
white marble, are preserved in a J aina temple at Sanganer (Ra
jasthan). They may date from the 14th century or even later. All 
the three Jinas are seated and devoid of any attendant-figures. 
The rhinoceros is represented clearly within a rectangular field 
on the pedestal of each sculpture. It resembles the representation 
of the rhinoceros in the above mentioned pa{lf (fig. 3). The ear
liest known Sreyaµisa image is possibly a piece in the Sarnath 
Museum (post-Gupta period?) (Sahni 1972: 328, no. G. 62). A pub
lished Sreya¥tsa image in the Nagpur Museum may date from 
the 11 th century (Bhattacharya 1974: pl. XVI). 

Fig. 3 - Rhinoceros cihna on the pedestal of a Sreyai:nsa-image in Sanganer 
(Rajasthan), c. 14th century. 
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It is surprising that literary evidence for the cihnas of the 
various Indras in th~ Jaina pantheon is already found in the 
Aupapatikasatra of the Svetambara canon (Leumann 1883: § 37; 
also Kirfel 1920: 302-3; Ramachandran 1934: 120-1). These cilznas 
appear on the crowns (muku[as) of the Indras, and amongst them 
we find the rhinoceros (khagga). There are, however, no represen
tations in art 29• 

The Jaina author Hemacandra gives four names for the rhi
noceros, viz. khafigr, vadhrf7Jasah, khaif.go and ga7Jflako (ed. & 
transl. Boehtlingk & Rieu 1847: 1287, p. 242), whereas Dhanapala, 
another Jaina author, mentions in his Paiyalacchf Namamiilii only 
two of these names, viz. garzflao and kh.aggo (ed. Buhler 1879: 49, 
v. 26Sc) 30• 

The first dated representation of a rhinoceros is, as most of 
the examples given in the sequel, a miniature painting. It is a 
small painting (3 cm in height) which forms part of an illustrated 
manuscript of the A.raflyakaparvan, the 3rd book of the Malziibha
rata (Khandalavala & Chandra 1974: fig. 42). Its colophon dates 
the manuscript into AD 1516. In the illustration, the rhinoceros 
- shown with a large head and long ears - tries to escape from 
the arrows of a hunter, who is identified by an inscription above 
the animal as a hunting Pa:ti9ava. The skin of the rhinoceros has 
been pierced by five arrows: the armour-plated skin of the game 
was not impenetrable to the arrows of a hunter. The authors of 
the monograph in which this rhinoceros is reproduced do not 
mention any specific stanza(s) illustrated by the painting. Accord
ing to the folio number, the scene most probably illustrates III 
46, 7-8: 'With his arrows he laid low ruru deer and black gazelles 
and other sacrificial forest game .. .' (transl. & ed. Buitenen 1975: 
314). The black gazelles are in fact represented in an adjoining 
illustration. Although the rhinoceros is not mentioned as such, it 
has been depicted by the artist. Similarly, a rhinoceros appears 

29 A very late book illustration shows a unicorn instead of a rhinoceros. 
See Caillat 1981: pl. 33. 

30 Another edition of this text was published in the 'PojyasrI Kasirama 
Jaina Gral)lthamala: Prathama Pu~pa', ed. by B.D. Doshi with a Hindi commen
tary. Dr Nalini Balbir kindly drew my attention to these editions. For the ety
mology of the word gaJ;l~a. cf. Kohl 1954: esp. 370. 
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on a folio of a now widely dispersed illustrated set of Books X-XI 
of the Bhagavata purlitza, which plays an important part in minia
ture paintings from the· l 6th century onwards. Probably the 
manuscript has been painted only a few decades later than~ the 
Aratzyakaparvan. It has been called 'Palam Bhagavata' by some 
authors (Khandalavala & Mittal 1974). The folio here referred to 
shows K:r?~a in a chariot shooting arrows at various animals 
amongst which a rhinoceros stands out as the largest (Hutchins 
1980: col. pl. 15). The other flying animals are tigers, hares, 
snakes, boars, <leers and a fox-like quadruped. The rhinoceros is 
again not mentioned in the respective passages of the Bhagavata
purlitza. We are not surprised to see the rhinoceros also on a folio 
of an illustrated J aina text, the Mahapuriitza of the Digambaras 
(Khandalavala & Chandra 1969: col.pi. 19b). The manuscript is 
dated 1540. The rhinoceros is shown roaming in a forest along 
with many other animals. 

By the end of the 16th century the rhinoceros becomes a 
common element in Mughal paintings. In the Vienna flamza 
Nii.ma it is the vehicle of the villains. Thus several rhinoceroses 
have to be slain by the various heroes of the story (Gluck 1925: 
pl. 28 = Egger 1974: col. pl. 34; Gluck 1925: pl.46 = Egger 1974: 
col. pl. 56). The Vienna flamza Nii.ma has possibly been illus
trated between 1562 and 1577 (Beach 1981: 58 ff.). Since Babur 
mentions the rhinoceros several times in his memoirs, it appears 
in the Biibur Nii.ma manuscripts either as game pursued by Babur 
himself, or quite alone 31 • 

Apart from the flamza Nama and Babur Nama it appears for 
almost three centuries (end of 16th to end of 18th century) on 
paintings illustrating different mythological, historical, narrative, 
and scientific texts. Three major groups of illustrations contain
ing a rhinoceros can be established. 

31 See Smart 1977. This is the most comprehensive work on the subject. It 
supplies the exact references to the English translation of the text. There are at 
least 10 folios showing rhinoceroses (one or more than one). The following exam
ples have been listed by Smart: A37 right; A37 left (Sotheby's Sale Catalogue, 7 
March 1921, lot 15); B43 right (Suleiman 1970: col. pl. 46); B49 right (ibid.: col. pl. 
52); 852 (ibid.: col. pl. 56); C48 right (Ettinghausen 1950: pl. 32 = Smart 1977: pl. 
47); C55 (Tyu]ayev 1960: pl. 36 = Soustiel 1973: ill. p. 60); 056 right; 062 right (AH 
1973: col. fig. 3). 
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I. The rhinoceros among peaceful animals. 
II. The hunted rhinoceros. 
Ill. The rhinoceros as the most prominent part of the illus

tration ('portrait'). 

Most of the paintings to which we have referred so far can 
be assigned to one of these three groups. The groups may be 
subdivided as follows -

I.1. Laila and Majm1n 32. 

a. Majnon alone surrounded by his animals 33• 

b. Laila visiting Majnon in the middle of his animals (fig. 4) 34• 

2. 'The animal world' 35• 

3. 'Emaciated animals' 36. 

32 Ettinghausen 1950: 49, 'The subject was popular for Ni~amI illustrations 
in Persia as welJ as in seventeenth- and eighteenth-century India, and since the 
Indian artist delighted in g!ving a large and varied number of animals, it is 
reasonable to inquire whether or not the rhinoceros might be found in the 
peaceful company around the poet. So far only two examples [sic.~ of this type 
have turned up'. 

33 Cf. Nizami, transl. Gelpke 1963: 196 ff., 'Die Freundschaft Madschnuns 
mit den Tieren der Wildnis'. An English translation by R. Gelpke was published 
in 1966. Examples for I. I.a.: 1) Binney 1966: no. 73 ( = Binney 1973: 74, no. 48); 2) 
Sotlzeby's 21 April 1980, lot 130, p. 83; 3) Sharma 1974: cat. no. 6, pl. 5, dated 1614 
( = Catalogue 1978: 95, no. 130); 4) Sotheby's 7 July 1975, lot 13, p. 8; 5) Sotlzeby's 
11April1972, afternoon sale, lot 115. 

34 For the text cf. Gelpke's transl., referred to above, 'Leila und Madschnun 
begegnen einander', pp. 267 ff. Examples for 1.1.b.: I) Bodleian Library 1953: pl. 
14; 2) Sotlzeby's 3 April 1978, lot 84, p. 79; 3) Strzygowski & Gliick 1923: col. pl. 7; 
4) our fig. 4, National Museum, New Delhi (reproduced by courtesy of the 
National Museum); 5) British Museum, Stowe Or. 16, 1974-6-17-021, fol. 27b, listed 
in Titley 1977: 16; 7) Ettinghausen 1950: pl. 36; 8) Kala 1961: pl. 8; 9) Bodleian 
Library, Oxford, Ms. Ouseley, Add. 166, fol. 13v. 

35 I) Ettinghausen 1950: pl. 37 ( = Krishna 1955-56: pl. XIX I = Alvi & 
Rahman 1968: pl. 1 = Atil 1978: no. 70, p. 116, colour = Beach 1981: 192, no. 19); 
2) Beach 1981: 192, fig. 40. 

36 Sotheby & Co., 25-26 November 1968, Bibliotlzeca Philippica, N.S., pt. 4, 
lot 378, p. 120 ( = Christie's 16 October 1980, lot 59, p. 34, colour). The two 
rhinoceroses of this miniature appear again, in a completely different setting, in a 
painting where angels offer food to a holy man. Compare Dublin, Chester Beatty 
Library, Ms 63 (27). 
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Fig. 4 - Laila and Majnun surrounded by animals amongst which a couple of 
rhinoceroses can be seen. Mughal miniature painting, end of 17th cen-

tury. Courtesy, National Museum, New Delhi. 
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4. 'King Solomon's court' 37• 

5. 'The lion's court' (Anwar-i-Suhaill) 3s. 
6. 'Noah's ark' 39• 

7. 'Plato charming the wild beasts with his music' 
(Khamseh) 40 • 

8. 'Animal studies' 41. 

In most of these paintings, the rhinoceros is shown as enter
ing the picture 'from the border'. 

II. 1. Rhinoceros hunt 42. 

2. A type of composition composed of several hunting scenes, 
of which at least one shows a rhinoceros hunt 43 • 

Ill 1. A rhinoceros illustrating a particular passage of a certain 
text (mostly Qazwini) 44. 

2. Paintings of a rhinoceros which cannot be related to any 
text ('portrait') (fig. S) 4s. 

37 Welch & Beach 1965: 59, no. 6 ( = Welch & Welch 1982: 189, no. 63). 
Ja Welch 1963: no. 10, dated 1596/97. 
J9 Welch 1958: 57, fig. 2 ( = Welch 1978: col. pl. 9 = Beach 1981: col. pl. p. 

60, no. 13). 
40 Martin 1968: pl. 181; Norah Titley (Tidey 1977: 143, no. 323(34)) mentions 

an illustration of the same subject by the same artist, but she does not say 
whether the painting is identical with the one reproduced by F.R. Martin. 

•• See our fn. 22 for the exact references to a painting illustrating this 
subject. 

42 1) Khandalavala & Chandra 1965: col. pl. H - perhaps the most dramatic 
of alJ illustrations of this subject; 2) Montgomery & Lee 1960: col. pl. 36 ( = 
Welch & Beach 1965: 72, no. 27 = Beach 1974: pl. LXVII, fig. 71 = Beach 1978: 
fig. 2, p. 22); 3) Beach 1974: fig. 73; 4) Sotlteby's 7 December 1977, lot 43, p. 15. 

43 1) Sotheby's 10 October 1977, lot 28, p. 20, colour; 2) Ettinghausen 1950: 
pl. 33; 3) Sotlteby's 21 April 1980, lot 133, p. 88; 4) Sotheby's 13-14 April 1976, lot 
25, p. 10. 

44 Qazwinl: Ettinghausen 1950: pl. 14, bottom, dated 1789. Tidey 1977 refers 
to several examples, viz. 234 (84), dated 1685/86; 235(128); 236(91); 237(71); 
239(248), dated 1790; 240(129); 241(229); 244(66). Ghara.yeb al-Kaynat: Hotel 
Droz.wt, Jmportants Manuscrits Persans ... , 10 March 1976, no. 42, dated 17-11-1753. 

45 1) Miniature showing a rhinoceros in the collection of the Maharaja 
Sawai Man Singh II Museum, Jaipur, cf. Das 1983: 2. We could not see the 
original painting when visiting the Museum, but Shri Asok Das has kindly given 
us a black-and-white photograph of this miniature. A nagarf inscription in the 
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Fig. 5 - Drawing of two rhinoceroses facing each other, late lBth or early 19th 
century. Collection: Kumar Sangram Singh, Jaipur. Courtesy, Kumar 
Sangram Singh. 

In the course of time, the rhinoceros has virtually been 
'pushed aside', i.e. relegated to the extreme margins of the paint
ings 46 , before it disappeared completely from the Indian minia
tures. The majority of the· miniature paintings showing a rhi
noceros have in fact been executed in the first half of the 17th 
century. Among those later examples which cannot be placed 
into any of the three major groups mentioned above is the rep
resentation of a rhinoceros in a large-size map of the world 
which has been painted in East Rajasthan at the end of the 18th 
century: here, the rhinoceros does not appear on the Indian con
tinent - but in Africa (Ethiopia) 47 • The rendering of this rhi
noceros is nevertheless unmistakably Indian as the artist made 
no attempt to paint an African rhinoceros (which he could have 
done easily by adding a second horn on the snout). 

painting indicates that the rhinoceros came from Patna; 2) Soustiel 1973: no. 59, 
p. 59, colour; 3) Devkar 1957: pl. XXII 7; 4) our fig. 5, Collection of Kumar 
Sangram Singh of Nawalgarh. We are much indebted to Kumar S. Singh for 
being allowed to work in his coJlection. The reproduced area measures 6 x 15.2 
cm (height precedes width). The miniature was painted in the late l 8th century. 

46 Kheiri 1921: fig. 45, upper margin; furthermore Nouveau Drouot, Salle rw. 
8, Collection Jean Pozzi, 5 December 1970, no. 77, lower margin. 

41 Brisch 1979: no. 3, fig. 27. Since the rhinoceros is hardly recognizable in 
the reproduction (the map measures 260 X 261 cm) the reader is referred to a 
photograph showing the portion with the rhino: Negativ Nr. PI 2245, Abbildungs· 
sammlung Nr. 8504. A colour slide of the entire map is available at the counter of 
the Museum. 

': 
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Fig. 6 - Wall-painting showing a rhinoceros in Bijolia (Rajasthan), dated AD 1701. 

The rhinoceros is not confined to miniature paintings. It 
appears in wall-paintings as ·well, and here it is perhaps even 
more prominent. The oldest dated wall-painting with a rhinoceros 
was executed in 1701 (fig. 6). It can be seen in the Mardana. 
Mahal of the palace at Bijolia (Rajasthan). The most impressive 
wall-paintings with rhinoceros hunts in great number and on a 
large scale are found in the Chattar Mahal within the palace of 
Kata (Rajasthan) dated 1701 48 • Other rhinoceros representations 
may be seen in the wall-paintings of the Jhala kI HavelI, Ba~a 
Mahal, and Ba~e DevtajI kI HavelI (all Kota), Ba.~al Mahal, 
Bundi, in the Rang Sala of Samod (Rajasthan), in a wall-painting 

•s Beach 1974: pl. LXX, fig. 74. The inscription mentioning the date samvat 
1758 has escaped Beach's attention, hence his dating 'ea. 1750'. Our researches on 
the wall-paintings of Bundi and Kota have been made possible through the Stif
tung Volkswagenwerk to which we feel much indebted. 
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Fig. 7 - Detail of a sculptured marble panel in the royal palace al Kuta (Raja
slhan), l 7th century. 

at the 'Sisodia RatiI ka Bagh' near Jaipur (Rajas than), and at 
various other localities. 

The representation of the rhinoceros after 1600 was in no 
way restricted to paintings. The animal occurs in Mughal animal 
carpets of the 17th century (Ettinghausen 1950: pl. 21) and in 
white marble reliefs like those of the Bac;la Mahal at Kota (fig. 
7) 49 • The rhinoceros of the Haravati area of Rajas than (Bundi, 
Kota, Jhalawar) is still remembered in the words khangf and 
khanga, most probably derivatives from klza{lga 50 • It must be 
noted that the rhinoceros does not appear in the wall-paintings of 
Toda Raisingh, or Indergarh, while it is shown frequently in the 
wall-paintings and painted wooden doors of Kota. This difference 

49 For the room in which this panel is situated, d. Gaekwad 1980, ill. p. 75 
(lower panel). 

so pi~ngal-Ko~a, ed. Bha~r n.d.: 250. 
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is of some importance since all these sites employed painters 
who were trained to work in the Bundikalam. It may prove that 
the artists painted only those animals which could actually be 
seen in the respective locality. 

The European travellers in India had their own peculiar 
approach to the animal because they were influenced by Eu
ropean mythology 51 • William Finch ( 1608-11 in India) assumes 
that the rhinoceros horn had been used for 'bucklers and divers 
sorts of drinking cups'. Finch further remarks: 'There are of 
these homes, all the Indians affirme, some rare of great price, no 
jewell comparable, some esteeming them the right unicornes 
home' (ed. Foster 1968: 176). Tavernier (around 1665) mentions a 
rhinoceros hunt: 'As soon as it was killed they cut off the horn, 
which the king also presented to the ambassador' (trans. Ball 
1889, II: 319-20). In spite of these observations, carved rhinoceros 
horns are seen in India but rarely 52 • Indian rhinoceros horn was 
exported to China, where the Chinese craftsmen produced some 
of the most outstanding examples of carved rhinoceros horns. 
But, as mentio11ed already, it never played such an important 
role in India as in Europe, where in one case 220 carved horns 
can be found in a single collection (Henchy n.d.: 15). Religious 
sects which made use of the rhinoceros horn had only limited 
influence 53 • Tavernier describes a tamed rhinoceros: ' .. .I saw a 
rhinoceros eating stalks of... millet, which a small boy of nine or 
ten years presented to him. On my approaching he gave me some 
stalks of millet, and immediately the rhinoceros came to me, 
opening his mouth four or five times; I placed some in it, and 
when he had eaten them he continued to open his mouth so that I 
might give him more' (transl. Ball 1889, I: 114-5). Bishop Heber 
also refers to tamed rhinoceroses: 'These (rhinoceroses) at Luck-

51 Paulys Realencyclopadie der classischen Altertumswissensclzaft, new ed. 
W. Kroll, Stuttgart, 1935, pp. 1779-88. 

52 Dr G. Bhattacharya (Berlin) has drawn our attention to a carved bowl 
made 'of rhinoceros forehead', as the caption on a postcard explains. This bowl is 
preserved in the State Chandradhari Museum of Darbhanga and has, besides 
other figures, carvings of the 'ten incarnations'. Apart from the postcard available 
from the Museum, this piece seems to be unpublished. For a Nepalese bowl made 
of rhinoceros horn, see Glasenapp 1928: pl. 35. 

53 Briggs 1982 mentions on p. 7 ear-rings made of rhinoceros horn. 
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now are gentle and quiet animals, except that one (of five or six 
mentioned by Heber previously} of them has a feud with horses. 
They seem to propagate in captivity without reluctance, and I 
should conceive might be available to carry burthens as well as 
the elephant, except that, as their pace is still slower than his, 
their use could only be applicable to very great weights, and very 
gentle travelling. These have sometimes had howdahs on them, 
and were once fastened in a carriage, but only as an experiment 
which was never followed up. 'In passing through the city ( = 
Baroda} I saw ... a rhinoceros ... which is so tame as to be ridden 
by a mahout, quite as patiently as an elephant' (Heber 1828, II: 
58-9; III: 5). The observations of the two last-mentioned travellers 
are well illustrated in an Indian woodcut of 1861 showing a 
rhinoceros in the company of its groom. The rhino with its tiny 
little horn looks very tame (Bai:nsidhar 1861: frontispiece). 

Travellers' records of this kind (and the woodcut of 1861} 
could not prevent the majority of European travellers, writers, 
and artists from drawing a frightening picture of the rhinoceros. 
An engraving after a drawing by William Daniell shows a rhi
noceros with a head more akin to the African species: the horn is 
too long if compared to any representation made by an Indian 
artist (Counter 1835: engr. facing p. 4). The animal looks even 
more dangerous in a coloured illustration in a handbook on 
mammals, where it approaches the observer with a gaping mouth 
(Brehm 1891: col.pl. between pp. 99-100). Its skin, so we read, 'is 
so hard and thick as to be generally impervious to a musket ball' 
(Counter 1835: 5), though in most of the paintings with hunting 
scenes mentioned before it is pierced either by arrows or by 
spears. Finally, the rhinoceros was viewed as a weird and mis
shapen creature: 'The rhinoceros is of a savage disposition and 
seems to exist merely to gratify a voracious appetite' (Counter 
1835: 6), 'An ugly, small-eyed, piggish, horny-looking-beast reared 
itself up out of the wallow in a sitting posture, only exposing its 
head and shoulders, and blinked at me stupidly for a few seconds 
in an undecided manner, as if debating in its own mind what 
manner of animal I was' (Pollock & Thom 1900: 17 3). 'They ( = 
the rhinoceroses) are a poor show and of little use .. .' (Finn 1929: 
187). Marco Polo observes: 'C'est une tres villaine bete a voir, et 
degoutante' (Polo 1955, quoted by Soustiel 1973: 60). Another 
traveller describes a rhinoceros fight in Baroda: 'les deux villains 
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animaux sont mis en liberte et parcourent la place d'un trot 
disgracieux et en poussant des rugissements. Leur vue parait etre 
tres mauvaise .. .' {Rousselet 1875, quoted by Soustiel 1973: 61) 54• 

That this traveller was no objective observer but gave rein to his 
imagination becomes clear from his woodcut where the rhinocer
oses have two horns instead of one. 

It would appear from what has been said that the place of 
the rhinoceros in ancient Indian civilization is not very clear. It 
did play an important part in the Indus valley civilization, but 
hardly in the society of the lndo-Aryans. Here, rhinoceros meat 
was eaten and it was also served to the manes. However, later on 
eating of rhinoceros meat was prohibited. The animal became the 
vehicle of god Agni in far off Cambodia but it was not included 
in the host of vahanas etc. peculiar to Hindu mythology and 
iconography. The J ainas employed the animal in two cilzna-series 
but this incorporation was hardly reflected in Jaina art. The 
most noteworthy record of the rhinoceros is· found in the field of 
coinage: the Rhinoceros-Slayer Type of Kumaragupta. Again the 
animal occupied no important position in either traditional or 
ornate poetry. It was rediscovered as it were in a comparatively 
late period by Indian miniature painters. The European approach 
to the Indian rhinoceros was quite emotional. Since the Eu
ropeans considered the rhinoceros as useful and ugly, it becomes 
questionable whether the Indian approach to the animal was 
similar before the arrival of the Europeans in India in the l 6th 
century. This would help to explain, why the rhinoceros could 
not attain the position of a valzana: an ugly animal does hardly 
fit a god. It can nevertheless be hoped tl}at here and there future 
research will throw additional light on the role played by the 
rhinoceros in ancient India. 

54 for the English edition, see Rousselet 1882: 106-7. For a reproduction of 

the wood-cut, see also Schlagintweit 1880: I. 229. 
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